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Assignments


Applied research is a form of systematic inquiry involving the practical application of science. It accesses and uses some part of the research communities' (the academia's) accumulated theories, knowledge, methods, and techniques, for a specific, often state-, business-, or client-driven purpose. Applied research is compared to pure research (basic research) in discussion about research ideals, methodologies, programs, and projects.[1]
Applied research deals with solving practical problems[2] and generally employs empirical methodologies. Because applied research resides in the messy real world, strict research protocols may need to be relaxed. For example, it may be impossible to use a random sample. Thus, transparency in the methodology is crucial. Implications for interpretation of results brought about by relaxing an otherwise strict canon of methodology should also be considered.
The OECD's Frascati Manual[3] describes Applied Research as one of the three forms of research, along with Basic research & Experimental Development.
Due to its practical focus, applied research information will be found in the literature associated with individual disciplines.[4][5]



Unit 9 Overview 
Applied Research: Career Focus 
Research studies provide the foundation for treatment, intervention, and prevention practices. Professionals rely on current research to inform their thinking and work with clients. As you know, our knowledge of the brain and body connection is rapidly changing with new fMRI research. Information about neural connections is changing the face of ABA, substance abuse and child development fields. To offer your future clients the best care, you will have to know and understand these findings.
So far, in this course, you have learned about scientific method, ethics that guide research, research models, and where to find peer reviewed research articles using the Kaplan University Library. In this unit, you will learn how research is actively used in your field of study (ABA, child development, or substance abuse). The purpose of conducting research is to make key discoveries about specific phenomena. Then, for people who are working in the field as professionals to be able to use that information to help others. In this unit, you will learn how to use research as an active part of your practice. You will practice using your knowledge of research methodology to explore discipline specific research and to report your findings to your classmates and professor. 
Click here to watch the Unit 9 Overview Video. 
A transcript for all videos is also located in Doc Sharing.


Outcomes
After completing this unit, you should be able to: 
	Explain how research findings are used in the field by professionals

Compare and contrast two research studies (field specific)
Course outcome(s) practiced in this unit 
PS300-1: Describe the application of the scientific method to the field of psychology. 
PS300-3: Evaluate the accuracy of conclusions derived from a research study.
GEL-6.1: Demonstrates knowledge of various methods of research design.


What do you have to do in this unit?
Complete assigned reading.
Participate in the Discussion.
Attend the Seminar.
Complete the unit Assignment.
	Complete the Learning Journal.


Read the following chapter in your text:
	Appendix B: “Writing Research Reports”, pages 487-499 only 

Prior to reading, please click on the Key Terms Icon below to review this unit’s Key Terms. This will help you to better understand the concepts as you read. There are Key Terms games to challenge yourself and also a printable PDF version. 



 PS300: Research Method I – Unit 9 Key Terms 
Peer review article: Research article that is published in a journal where all articles have been read and approved by at least two experts. 
Meta-analysis: Researchers compare/contrast two different theories from previously published research articles in one paper. 
Annotated bibliography: Organized method of taking notes for research papers including references and summaries of many articles. 
Applied research: Use of scientific research methods to solve practical problems. 
Literature review: Review of key findings in a specific discipline found in research articles to help contextualize the current research findings (in the article where the literature review appears).

Attending live Seminars is important to your academic success, and attendance is highly recommended. The Seminar allows you to review the important concepts presented in each unit, discuss work issues in your lives that pertain to these concepts, ask your instructor questions, and allow you to come together in real time with your fellow classmates. There will be a graded Seminar in Units 1 through 9 in this course. You must either attend the live Seminar or you must complete the Seminar alternative assignment in order to earn points for this part of the class. 
The focus of this Seminar will be on issues of internal validity that researchers must address when they conduct research.
Complete one of the following options:
Option 1: Participate in a synchronous Seminar
Option 2: Participate in an asynchronous discussion by answering the Seminar questions in written form. You should create your Seminar responses in MS Word. Your response to the questions should be composed in complete sentences and each paragraph should be at least 200–250 words in length. 
Save your answers and submit them to the Unit 9: Seminar Dropbox. Be sure to complete all questions to earn your Seminar points. 
During Seminar this week, you will explore the different types of research writing used by professionals. These strategies include meta-analysis, annotated bibliography, and literature review. Undergraduate, graduate, and research professionals use these methods of research in order to write research papers and reports. 
	What problems have you had in finding information for research papers?

Which of these methods is best used when gathering information for a short paper? 
What are some common problems and solutions for conducting research assignments or writing papers?
	How do students and researchers avoid writing biased research reviews?


Unit 9 Assignment
For this Assignment, you will write a brief meta-analysis paper comparing and contrasting two different points of view of a theory that is relevant to your chosen field of study (ABA, child development, or substance abuse). Using at least four different research articles, write a paper that explains the theory and then reports the different views taken by researchers. Use the Kaplan University Library, PsychARTICLES engine to find your articles. 
Try to use the journals that you identified as useful for your Discussion Board responses. Report how a professional in your field uses research to guide practice. Explain how a professional uses an unbiased approach to evaluate the research to best use it (using the Scientific Method process). 
Please click the link below for more specific instructions. 
Unit 9 Assignment Instructions 


Reflect on the following in your Learning Journal.
	What have you learned about how psychologists learn use research in their field? 

Are you planning to read more studies now that you know how to understand them? 
Do some research on the apa.org website into which research journals might be of interest to you as a professional.
To begin this activity, click the Journal tab at the top of this page.




